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Summary:
Telemetry for kit foxes continued throughout the week, with fox #73E46 going
missing earlier in the week. Extensive searches to locate the fox have not yet yielded a
location, and searching will continue into the next week. Den observations occurred
outside of the buffer zone of the on-site den in the mornings and evenings. The injured
kit fox puppy on-site improved, and has become more active in foraging and socializing
with the other animals. Weekly telemetry duties for all project related desert tortoises
also continued this week with no major issues or changes occuring.
Biologists monitored Aggregate work as it continued, escorted on-site personnel
in the un-cleared portions of the construction site, and completed all compliance checks
and guidelines for the week without any issues to report.

Monday:
All four kit foxes were tracked. Tortoise #6001 was tracked and continued to be tracked
daily to monitor it’s appetite for travelling.

Tuesday:
Three of the four kit foxes were tracked, with the northern male unable to be located.
Den observations continued in the morning and evening. All project-related desert
tortoises were tracked with no new locations to report. Yellow-headed black birds have
started to find ways in and out of the water reservoir. Monitoring of Aggregate activities
continued.

Wednesday:
Three of the four kit foxes were tracked, with one still missing. No construction work onsite required biological monitors.

Thursday:
The northern kit fox is still missing, and the search continued. The three other
transmittered project kit foxes were tracked and active. All daily on-site compliance
check-ups were completed, and Aggregate work was monitored.

Friday:
All translocated desert tortoises as well as the remaining tortoises on-site were tracked, as
well as three of the four transmittered kit foxes. The yellow-headed black birds are still
present at the reservoir, and mitigation measures such as reflectors and an owl statue may
be placed there to deter birds from gaining access.

Saturday:
Three of the four kit foxes were tracked, and their dens were observed in the morning and
evening times and found active. Translocated tortoise #6001 still remains in the same

location for the week. All daily on-site environmental/biological compliance checks
were carried out throughout the weekend.

Sunday:
Kit fox tracking continued, with one fox still missing. All on-site daily compliance
checks were carried out. Tortoise #6001 still remained in the same location.

